Pupil tracking is an important branch of object tracking which require high precision. We investigate head mounted pupil tracking which is often more convenient and precise than remote pupil tracking, but also more challenging. When pupil tracking suffers from noise like bad illumination, detection precision dramatically decreases. Due to the appearance of head mounted recording device and public benchmark image datasets, head mounted tracking algorithms have become easier to design and evaluate. In this paper, we propose a robust head mounted pupil detection algorithm which uses a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to combine different features of pupil. Here we consider three features of pupil. Firstly, we use three pupil feature-based algorithms to find pupil center independently. Secondly, we use a CNN to evaluate the quality of each result. Finally, we select the best result as output. The experimental results show that our proposed algorithm performs better than the present state-of-art.
INTRODUCTION
Pupil tracking is a research field in pattern recognition with wide applications. It has been extensively used in gaze estimation [16] , game industry [21, 22] and psychological analysis [23, 24] . The most important indicator for pupil tracking is robustness. A good pupil tracking algorithm should work at many challenging conditions such as low illumination, light reflection and obstacles blocking scenarios with high accuracy. Although pupil tracking is a branch of object tracking, the traditional object tracking algorithms such as CSK [32] and KCF [33] are not suitable in this field because pupil tracking needs higher precision. There are two approaches for pupil tracking according to the location of sensor. One is remote tracking, which uses a sensor far from tested individuals. These methods are usually combined with face detection and alignment [17] , saliency detection [18, 19] or using geometric information [20] . The advantage of remote sensing is that it usually has good robustness and less sensitive to noise. However, it needs a fixed camera, which is inconvenient when moving. Another approach for pupil tracking is head mounted sensing. These methods used head mounted device for recording and detection. The main approach for head mounted pupil tracking is to use low-level characteristics of image such as blob [1] [2] [3] , edge [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] or combining multiple low-level features [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Headmounted tracking is more convenient because the tracking device is portable, however, it is usually more sensitive to noise than remote sensing. Head mounted tracking is essential in rendering VR images [37] . Using pupil tracking to support rendering process will greatly reduce the cost of computation and maintain the visual quality. Therefore, head mounted tracking becomes more and more important. Previous work in head mounted tracking usually uses CASIA or UBIRIS iris dataset [34] [35] or uses a special-purpose dataset. However, almost all pupils in CASIA or UBIRIS datasets are in well illuminated condition, which is not realistic for head mounted tracking and self-recorded dataset may not cover all challenging conditions. In 2014, Pupil Lab released their head mounted tracking device [31] , which gives researchers a device for head mounted recording. In 2016, Tonsen M et.al recorded a pupil dataset in wild condition by using Pupil Lab device [27] . The Labeled Pupil in the Wild (LPW) dataset covered people in different races and different challenges in pupil tracking. Due to the appearance of LPW dataset, the evaluation of head mounted tracking becomes feasible. There are many challenges for head mounted pupil tracking, especially in the wild. The challenges such as bad illumination, eyelashes covering pupil, highly off-axis, reflections, pupil at eye border or image border and border of glasses covering pupil (Fig.  2 ) make head mounted tracking difficult. Low-level-characteristics such as edge, color and histogram are often used in pupil detection. However, low-level-characteristiconly methods for pupil tracking have their own limitations that are hard to overcome. For instance, when using histogram characteristic [5] [11] , that is, using the two-peak-shape feature in histogram to separate the gray level of eye image, the pupil should in equally illuminated condition and the algorithm will easily break down in unequal illumination (Fig. 3) . Edge characteristic detection is now the most commonly used method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , ellipse fitting algorithm [13, 14] is usually applied at the end of algorithm to find pupil center. However, these methods are vulnerable, because when there is no clear ellipse-shaped edge, the algorithms will fade. In order to weaken these limitations, high-level-characteristics such as shape and target should be combined in pupil detection. Convolutional Neural Networks show great advantage over other methods in high-level characteristic recognition. Therefore, in this paper, we combine the low-level characteristics with high-level characteristics by using CNN. Many eye tracking algorithms have appeared in recent years that based on different features. Combining them together can reach a higher robustness. A similar approach for gaze estimation is called "candidate selection" [18] . In paper [18] , they identified candidate gaze locations at first. Then they extracted features from the locations. Finally, they estimated the probability of gaze for each candidate according to their features. This idea is applied in our algorithm. In this paper, we focus on blob feature, edge feature and motion feature of pupils. It is obvious that pupil is the darkest area of eyes, which conveys strong blob feature information. Unlike traditional blob detection algorithm used in pupil tracking [1] [2] [3] that only detects dark blobs, our proposed algorithm also calculated the center of light blobs, then uses the center of gravity of dark and light blobs as the pupil center. Edge feature are the most commonly used feature, these methods usually used edge detector to find edge then applied ellipse fitting algorithm to find pupil. The best edge feature detection algorithm ELSe [6] is used in this paper. Motion estimation is also important. When using high-speed camera, pupil shown in two adjacent frames usually has almost the same position. This characteristic can be used to refine the position of detected pupil. In the proposed method, every feature detect algorithm are carried out independently and generating three candidates, then the results will all go through a convolutional neural network [28] to evaluate which one has the best quality and use it as the output. The results show that our proposed algorithm surpasses the current state of art [6] in a third part database by 4.87% in accuracy with 5-pixel error and 6.21% in accuracy with 10-pixcel error.
RELATED WORK

LPW Dataset
Several datasets were created for evaluating the accuracy of different pupil detection methods. The Swirski dataset [5] contains 3760 frames and covers images of both eyes. However, the dataset only provides 600 labelled frames for testing Therefore, the amount is not sufficient to reach a persuasive result. The ExCuSe dataset [7] includes more frames than Swirski dataset. Later, ExCuSe group improved their algorithm as well as the dataset, adding more frames and covering more illumination conditions. However, to make sure every algorithm will be evaluated fairly, we use a thirdpart dataset. In this paper, we adopt the LPW dataset [27] , which includes high-quality images and using high-speed tracker to record. The dataset also covers different illumination conditions and eyes of people from different ethnicities. The description of LPW dataset [36] is shown in Table. 1.
Convolutional Neural Network Based Algorithms
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a new trend for object tracking as well as pupil tracking. Our approach uses CNN to filter out bad proposals. There are also some previous works using CNN for pupil tracking. Different from our feature selector, they use endto-end CNN approach to track pupil, such as PupilNet [38] and PupilDeconvNet [39] . The basic framework of them is that they use CNN to find out the region that may contain pupil and select the most possible one as a coarse result at first. Then they apply CNN approach again to find out the fine result on the basis of the coarse result. These end-to-end approaches have great potential.
Swirski, ExCuSe and ElSe Algorithms
Swirski algorithm.
Swirski [5] algorithm mainly bases on blob feature. It first finds the highest respond to Hair-like feature and then finds the threshold for segmenting the pupil by k-means cluster. After that, RANSAC [14] iteration to find the best ellipse and the center.
ExCuSe and ElSe algorithm.
ExCuSe [7] and ElSe [6] algorithm both consider the edge feature. ExCuSe algorithm detect the peak in the gray-scale histogram. If a peak is found, the algorithm applies Canny edge filter and a morphologic method to remove relatively straight lines and thin other curves. The curve that contains the darkest pixels will be selected as the predicted edge. Finally, it uses direct least squares method to fit ellipse and find the center. ElSe Part Ⅰ: ElSe, which is similar to ExCuSe, firstly keeps the morphologic method and then uses least squares method to get ellipses. Then the algorithm selects the best one by using a filter (Fig. 4) . The width and height of gray, white and black squares are1/2, 1 and 2/3 of the enclosing rectangle of the ellipse. The filter convoluted with the area and if the value exceeds the threshold, then it is the predicted answer. ElSe Part Ⅱ: In case there is no ellipse found by the previous method, a second algorithm is adopted. It uses a low pass filter to reduce the influence of noise in the image and then separately convoluted the image with a surface difference filter and a mean filter. The results of the two filters are multiplied and the maximum respond point will be the start point. Afterwards, in the full scaled image, the algorithm selects pixels with gray level under the threshold and use their center of mass as the pupil center. ElSe method is now the state of art and shows better robustness compare with other methods [36] . 
PROPOSED ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm combines three different features for pupil detection. The tested images are transferred into gray level image at the beginning, then every feature detection algorithm runs independently. After that, the output results are used as input for CNN evaluator to measure which one is the best solution. The three algorithms evaluate pupil position in different aspects. When one approach does not work, the other may work. This complementary characteristic makes the combined algorithm has higher robustness than every candidate algorithm. The whole process is shown in Fig.  1 .
Blob Feature Detection
In blob feature detection, we use simple blob detection algorithm (SBD) with an improvement in detection method. Basic SBD is an algorithm implemented in OpenCV library [25] . The algorithm iteratively extracts connected areas and calculates centers according to certain threshold. To find the center of each area, the algorithm uses different features to limit the edge selection,
Figure 1: Process of Proposed Algorithm
including color, area, circularity, inertia ratio and convexity. The formula for each feature is listed below. Circularity C is defined as:
is area of the blob and is perimeter of the blob. Eccentricity is defined as:
′ 02 � = � Next, the algorithm finds new blobs and stores them in new queues while others will be added to current blob queues. Meanwhile, this algorithm also returns the information of the key points. If the number of blobs in a queue is less than a threshold, then it will be excluded from the key point. Otherwise, we use the formula to find the coordinate { , } key point.
Here is the weight of the blob and I is the blob inertia ratio.
Our Improvement on SBD
Blob feature based detection has already been implemented in this field [1] [2] [3] . However, traditional method may not work when light blobs appear in pupil. We refine the algorithm by not only tracking the dark blob but also using it for track light blob near the dark area. Afterwards, we calculated the center of gravity of the two blobs. Specifically:
Here ( 0 , 0 ) is the center of dark blob, other ( , ) are the center of light blobs and is the radius of blobs. This process makes SBD algorithm performs better than it is applied only for dark area. The blob selection is shown in Fig. 5 . The blue circle represents the dark blob and the green circles represents the light blobs used for center refinement. The red circles represent the abandoned light blobs. From Fig. 6 , we can see that when using basic SBD algorithm (red marker), the detected center will have slight displacement and using the center of gravity of dark blob and light blob (green marker) can "pull" the detected center back to the right place. Although the red marker and green marker almost overlapped in this figure, the red marker is more distant from ground truth with one more pixel error.
Therefore, when dealing with image that has pupil with reflection, our proposed algorithm shows better precision. The drawback of this algorithm is that when the tested image has unequal illumination, such as Fig. 7(a) , the algorithm will not work because the dark area is too big and it is hard to find a center. The proposed algorithm will also lose target when there is no salient dark blob. Then we can conclude that these scenarios do not have obvious blob feature.
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Edge Feature Detection
In the condition of Fig. 7(a) , blob feature is not obvious, however, the edge feature is still salient. Then edge feature detection is applied to deal with this problem. In this part, we only used the part Ⅰ of ElSe [6] , specifically, it applies Canny edge filter to the gray scale image and then refines the edges at first. ElSe provides two different edge filters. The morphologic approach compares several patterns to the edges, which deletes the unnecessary pixels and straightens lines. The algorithm approach is to break up lines and select appropriate ellipses by calculating the changes of angels and distances. As is demonstrated in Fig. 8 , if the distance still increases after the angle shrinks from 90° to 0° then a break point will be applied to the divide the edge. Similarly, if the angel increases while the distance increases, the point is considered as a break point.
Figure 8: ELSe breaking points demonstration.
ElSe implements the morphologic approach as it consumes less computational power. It also provides parameter-adjustable algorithms for both approach. After applying edge filters, the algorithm selects possible ellipses and values each one. The selection of ellipses is based on shape, area and gray value. The score for each ellipse is calculated as eval( ) = * (1 + � ℎ − ℎ ℎ �) is the ellipse.
ℎ and ℎ ℎ are semi major axis and semi minor axis.
is the inner gray value of the ellipse. It is calculated by applying a pattern based on the ellipse radius. The pattern is demonstrated in Fig. 4. 
Substitute of Part Ⅱ of ElSe
In the proposed algorithm, we only use the part Ⅰ of ELSe. The reason for not using the latter part is that the part Ⅱ of ELSe involves many convolution operation, which can slow down the processing speed. Besides, the aim of part Ⅱ of ELSe is to detect blink and some pupils that covered by many edges. This characteristic is not important in our algorithm, and the reason will be discussed in 3.5. ElSe algorithm is based on edge feature, which means it also has the innate limitation that other edge-based algorithms have. Fig. 7(b) shows an example. The red marker represents the predicted point generated by ElSe and the green marker is the point generated by SBD, white point represents the ground truth. In this case, eyelashes are covering pupil, which generates many edges and ElSe algorithm has difficulty in recognizing which edge represents pupil while SBD still predicted precisely.
Motion Feature Detection
When applying SBD and ElSe detection, there is a possibility that both of them lose target or detect inaccurately because the pupil is covered (Fig. 7(c) ). Therefore, motion estimation is proposed to avoid these scenarios. In this part, we simply let our system remember the position of the last frame. Because in video processing, two adjacent frames are similar. Therefore, when the mentioned scenarios appeared, the pupil position in last frame will be used as the substitute for the pupil position in this frame. The position algorithm can also be used to deal with blink scenarios, which makes it be a good substitute for ElSe part Ⅱ. Therefore, the ElSe part Ⅱ is redundant in our algorithm. Actually, the motion feature algorithm always chooses the "last but right" position, that is, if the last position is not accurate, the last position will not be refreshed. The reason is illustrated in 3.6. 
Position Feature Detection
After finding the predicted points, we used three 120×120 pixels' windows that centred in the found points to create three 3-channel sub-images. The chosen window size is 120×120 because the whole image size is 640×480. Therefore, 120×120 is a relatively large size to guarantee the entire pupil will be covered in the sub-images. When pupil appears at image edge, we pad the sub-image with intensity of 255. The network used in this paper is pre-trained VGG-16. The training images come from different databases [5, 6, 7, 27, 34, 35] . The positive samples are sub-images that covering pupil and others are negative samples. To avoid overfitting, we only randomly select 8000 frames excluding LPW dataset into our training set. The proportion of positive and negative samples is 1:5 in every batch, batch size is 30. After training, we input the three sub-images and use the network to score each image and find the one that most similar to pupil. The network is shown in Fig. 9 . Notice that the image between two adjacent frames are similar. Therefore, the motion feature-based algorithm always gets a high score when the last frame is calculated accurately. This effect will make the algorithm bias to motion feature. To avoid this, an attenuation factor α(α<1) is applied to scale down the score. After applying that, the motion feature algorithm can only be available when both of SBD and ElSe lose target or detect inaccurately. Also, after applying that, the last frame will only be refreshed on the condition that at least one candidate except last frame gets high score. Therefore, the motion feature algorithm always selects "the last but right" frame. The illustration is shown in Fig. 10 . The value of attenuation factor is chosen during our experiment. The different curve shows the different accuracy with different attenuation factor. A chart in Fig. 11 shows that After several experiments, we find α=0.0005 shows the best performance in this network. The "motion feature bias" can be easily observed from the chart. When α=0.99, the accuracy will go down dramatically. 
RESULT AND ANALYSIS
As is previously indicated that ElSe is the current state of art method tested on LPW dataset, according to Fuhl, Wolfgang, et al [36] . Thus, we only compare our algorithm with ElSe. The predicted accuracy will be measured by using the Euclidean distance between ground truth and output result. In paper [36] , authors claimed that there is no much difference between ground truth and predicted point if the distance between them is within 5 pixels in 640×480 image. This strict rule is also used in this paper to compare the accuracy of different algorithms. Considering the hand-marked ground truth may not accurate and 5-pixel error may too strict, 10-pixel error is also used to evaluate each algorithm.
Beside to the overall performance, some important challenges in VR eye tracking are also tested. Table. 2 shows the speed performance of some algorithms. Our algorithm is under the environment of high performance computer with CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2695 v4 @ 2.10GHz (1 core used), GPU: GeForce GTX 1080.
Overall Performance
The overall performances of different algorithms are evaluated at here. Not only eye tracking algorithms, the traditional object tracking algorithm KCF [33] is also measured in this part. From Fig. 12 we find that our proposed algorithm performs best among all the presented algorithms. Our accuracy in 5-pixel error is 75.53% and 83.51% in 10-pixcel error while the accuracy in ElSe is 70.66% and 77.30% in 10-pixcel error. Our results surpass the current state of art ElSe by 4.87% in 5-pixel error and 6.21% in 10-pixel error. Besides, the result also shows that traditional object tracking algorithm is not suitable for pupil tracking.
Bad Illumination Condition
One of the challenges in VR eye tracking is that the illumination condition of eyes may change when people watching different sceneries. Therefore, this condition is measured specifically. LPW dataset provided several bad illumination videos. These videos are used to test different algorithms. The tested datasets in LPW are dataset 3 and 15 because they are recorded in bad illumination condition (Table. 1 ). From Fig. 13 we find that our proposed algorithm reaches 78.89% accuracy in 5-pixel error while ElSe has 74.52% accuracy. Our proposed algorithm reaches 85.03% accuracy in 10-pixcel error while ElSe has 79.8% accuracy. The result shows that our proposed algorithm is more robust in bad illumination conditions.
Reflection Condition
Another important challenge in VR eye tracking is that the light in VR may reflect from eyes. Therefore, this condition is measured specifically. LPW dataset also provided several videos with eye reflection. These datasets are used for testing. The tested datasets in LPW are dataset 2,4,10,12,20 because they are recorded in reflection condition (Table. 1) . From Fig. 14 we find that our proposed algorithm reaches 58.62% accuracy in 5-pixel error while ElSe has 59.09% accuracy. Our proposed algorithm reaches 73.8% accuracy in 10-pixel error while ElSe has 72.76% accuracy. The result shows that our proposed algorithm performs similar as ElSe.
Bad Illumination and Reflection Condition
Bad illumination and reflection can happen at the same time. Then, this scenario is tested.
The tested datasets in LPW are dataset 7,8,13,16,18 because they are recorded in bad illumination and reflection condition ( Table. 1 ). From Fig. 15 we find that our proposed algorithm reaches 81.14% accuracy in 5-pixel error while ELSe has 74.02% accuracy. Our proposed algorithm reaches 88.78% accuracy in 10-pixel error while ELSe has 80.14% accuracy. The result shows that our proposed algorithm is more robust in bad illumination and reflection conditions. 
Eyelashes Covering Pupil Condition
Eyelashes may also be disruption in VR eye tracking when users are blinking or get tired. Their eyes model can be simulated by using LPW "eyelashes covering pupil" examples. The tested datasets in LPW are dataset 1,6,9,11,13,14,17 because they are recorded in eyelashes covering pupil condition (Table. 1 ). From Fig. 16 we find that our proposed algorithm reaches 77.09% accuracy in 5-pixel error while ElSe has 71.91% accuracy. Our proposed algorithm reaches 86.01% accuracy in 10-pixcel error while ElSe has 79.62% accuracy. The result shows that our proposed algorithm is more robust in eyelashes covering pupil conditions.
DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm performs better than ElSe. However, there are still some problems need to discuss.
Challenging Examples
Some images in LPW dataset are so challenge that even human cannot tell the exact pupil position, especially when people wearing glasses. Because the strong reflection from glasses will make pupil detection rather difficult, the dust on glasses and glass frame are also fatal disruptions for pupil detection, some examples are shown in Fig. 17 . These samples are very challenging even to human. To avoid these situations, we can simply place the camera behind glasses. Therefore, we can remove these glasses-worn datasets and re-evaluate our algorithm. Fig . 18 shows the re-evaluated result. From the picture, we can see that our proposed algorithm still performs better than ElSe. This result is more reasonable in VR pupil tracking condition because some bad samples that cannot happen in VR condition are excluded. The re-evaluated accuracy of proposed algorithm is 78.66% in 5-pixel error and 86.30% in 10-pixcel error.
Using AlexNet
Computation speed is vital for VR application. Using VGG net can reach a higher accuracy in the sacrifice of computation speed. AlexNet [29] is shallower than VGG-16. Therefore, it can reach a higher speed. The evaluation of AlexNet is proposed in this part. The result in Fig. 19 . shows that the accuracy of using AlexNet is lower than using VGG-16, but it is still higher than ElSe. Table. 2 shows that the computational speed of using AlexNet is faster than using VGG-16. This result can be used as a trade-off between speed and accuracy. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multiple feature-based pupil tracking algorithm is proposed. It based on different features that appear in a pupil. The proposed algorithm uses a convolutional neural network to create a judging criterion of different feature based algorithms and choose the best one for tracking. Our algorithm shows a better accuracy among the tested algorithm. The proposed method can be enhanced in speed by using different CNNs.
